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Abstract— The paradigm of network function virtualization (NFV) with the support of software defined networking (SDN) emerges as a promising approach for customizing
network services in fifth generation (5G) networks. In this
paper, a multicast service orchestration framework is presented,
where joint traffic routing and virtual network function (NF)
placement are studied for accommodating multicast services over
an NFV-enabled physical substrate network. First, we investigate
a joint routing and NF placement problem for a single multicast
request accommodated over a physical substrate network, with
both single-path and multipath traffic routing. The joint problem
is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
problem to minimize the function and link provisioning costs,
under the physical network resource constraints, flow conservation constraints, and NF placement rules; Second, we develop
an MILP formulation that jointly handles the static embedding
of multiple service requests over the physical substrate network,
where we determine the optimal combination of multiple services
for embedding and their joint routing and placement configurations, such that the aggregate throughput of the physical
substrate is maximized, while the function and link provisioning
costs are minimized. Since the presented problem formulations
are NP-hard, low complexity heuristic algorithms are proposed
to find an efficient solution for both single-path and multipath
routing scenarios. Simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed heuristic
algorithms.
Index Terms— 5G networks, SDN, NFV, multicast services,
NF chain embedding, MILP, service customization.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, communication networks have experienced a radical and fundamental change in the way they are
designed and managed. This shift is mainly due to two important paradigms, namely software defined networking (SDN)
and network function virtualization (NFV). SDN and NFV
are considered to be important technical approaches for future
communication networks, representing two driving innovation
platforms in the upcoming fifth generation (5G) era. Via NFV
and SDN, an approach for establishing service-customized
networks has a potential to greatly resolve the complexity
in conventional networks and to meet new demands and use
cases [2]–[7]. A service-customized network provides traditional connectivity between a set of terminals, and allows for
the deployment of abstract network applications in the data
plane. An NFV-enabled network service can be represented by
a logical topology, called a network function (NF) chain, which
specifies a set of virtual NFs that are orchestrated and deployed
along the chosen routes from the source(s) to the destination(s), with some properties and dependencies satisfied. Some
examples of virtual NFs include cache, transcoder, firewall,
5G evolved packet core, wireless access network (WAN)
optimizer and network address translator (NAT), which can
be hosted and dynamically employed at commodity servers
and data center (DC) nodes (called NFV nodes). In this
approach, the service provider (SP) requests a network service
to satisfy certain expected demands and requirements as per
the service-level agreement (SLA). In turn, the responsibility
of the service orchestrator or the network operator (NO) is
to efficiently design such a virtual network, and place it on
the physical substrate network. The NO aims at reducing the
provisioning cost, and maximizing the utilization of its own
networks, while simultaneously meeting the binding SLA.
There is a considerably growing demand for services of multicast nature such as video streaming, multi-player augmented
reality games, and file distribution. For instance, it is estimated
that 82 percent of the consumers Internet traffic will be
attributed to video traffic by 2022 [8]. In addition, the multicast
mode of communication can reduce the bandwidth consumption in backbone networks by over 50% in contrast to the
unicast mode [9]. In an NFV-enabled network, a multicast
service can deploy several NF instances in the data plane,
whereas a routing policy forwards the traffic from the source to
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Fig. 1. Illustraion of a multicast NF chain for a basic video streaming service.

each destination while traversing the NFs instances as per the
NF chain. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a multicast NF chain
for a typical video streaming service that distributes content to
several destinations. If a multicast service requires connecting
some terminal nodes without intermediate NFs, the optimal
routing that reduces the link provisioning cost can be found
by constructing a Steiner tree or one of its variants. A Steiner
tree is a generalization of the minimum spanning tree (MST)
which finds the subset of weighted edges (and nodes) that
connect all vertices in a graph with the minimum possible link
provisioning cost. Constructing a Steiner tree is an NP-hard
problem [10], [11]. However, polynomial time approximation
algorithms exist to construct a Steiner tree. With the emergence
of SDN providing a global view of the physical network topology and network states, Steiner tree-based routing approaches
become feasible [12]–[14]. However, such approaches do not
incorporate NFs in their formulation, and cannot be extended
directly to the joint multicast routing and NF placement
problem. Practically, there exist a massive number of NF
placement configurations, each of which requires a multicast
routing topology construction (e.g., one instance of such
configurations is shown in Fig. 1). The NF placement and
multicast routing are correlated, which leads to technical
challenges for orchestrating a single NFV-enabled multicast
service. Selecting just enough NFV nodes for NF placement
inevitably increases the link provisioning cost for building an
appropriate multicast routing topology; Conversely, instantiating NF instances on more NFV nodes may yield a decreased
link provisioning cost with traffic load balancing at the expense
of an increased function provisioning cost. Therefore, how to
balance the tradeoff between link and function provisioning
costs is a challenging issue. Our objective is to determine an
optimal NF placement with multicast traffic routing to minimize the overall function and link provisioning costs. Another
major challenge stems from the fact that multiple network services share the network substrate. As the network substrate has
limited transmission and processing resources, the efficiencies
of embedding multiple service requests interplay. Prioritizing
a low-rate network service for embedding can fragment the
network resources, thereby hindering other high-rate network
services from being successfully (or efficiently) embedded.
Some recent studies address the orchestration of NFV-enabled
multicast service to minimize the function and link provisioning costs [1], [15]–[19]. However, most existing works
assume a design scenario where all NFs are hosted in one NFV
node for each network service and multicast replication points
can occur only after the deployment of NFs. More realistic
and flexible design (e.g., one NFV node is only capable of
hosting specific types of NFs, multipath routing is enabled
between NFs) can make the existing solutions not feasible or

not optimized. More details of relevant literature are discussed
in Section II.
In this paper, we present an optimization framework for
the orchestration of multiple multicast service requests over
the physical substrate. First, we study a joint multicast traffic
routing and NF placement problem for a single service request
to minimize the function and link provisioning costs, under
the physical processing and transmission resource constraints,
flow conservation constraints, and NF placement rules. For
practical applications, our formulated problem focuses on flexible multicast routing and NF placement (embedding), where
we allow one-to-many and many-to-one NF mappings. That is,
several NF instances can be hosted at one NFV node if permissible, and one type of NF can be replicated and deployed
on different NFV nodes as NF instances to serve different
sets of destinations, thereby providing considerable flexibility
in the deployment of network services. Furthermore, our formulated problem incorporates both single path and multipath
traffic routing between the embedded NF instances. Since the
formulated problem is NP-hard, we devise a low-complexity
heuristic algorithm to obtain an efficient and flexible solution,
based on a key-node preferred minimum spanning tree (MST)
approach; Second, we consider a general scenario of placing
multiple service requests over the physical network. Since
multiple services compete with each other to be hosted on
a substrate network with limited resources, we accept the
services which maximize the aggregate throughput with least
provisioning cost. We formulate an MILP that jointly determines multicast topologies for multiple service requests, where
we find the combination of network services that maximize the
aggregate network throughput while minimizing the overall
function and link provisioning costs. Moreover, we develop a
simple heuristic algorithm that prioritizes the service requests,
aiming at maximizing the aggregate throughput with the
minimum overall provisioning cost.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
an overview of related work. Section III presents the system
model under consideration, which includes the representation
of the physical network, NFs, and multicast service requests.
Section IV addresses the joint NF placement and routing
problems for multicast services with multipath routing for
both single-service and multi-service cases. Section V presents
MILP formulations for a single-service multipath scenario, and
a generalized multi-service multi-path scenario, respectively.
Section VI proposes simple modular heuristic algorithms to
address the complexity of the resultant MILP formulations.
Simulation results are presented in Section VII, and concluding remarks are drawn in Section VIII. A list of important
notations is given in Table I.
II. R ELATED W ORK
SDN provides a global network view and centralized control over the substrate network topology with the associated
network states. Some existing works focus on constructing
efficient centralized routing topologies for multicast services
without NFs [12]–[14], [20], which mainly rely on constructing a Steiner tree (or one of its variants) to reduce the
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TABLE I
L IST OF I MPORTANT S YMBOLS FOR THE O PTIMAL S INGLE - AND M ULTI -S ERVICE F ORMULATIONS

transmission resource consumption, network state consumption, end-to-end (E2E) delay, or to improve the reliability.
For instance, Zhao et al. propose an SDN-based video conferencing solution by constructing a minimum-delay Steiner tree
with iterative enhancements [12]. To deal with the increased
network state consumption due to multicasting, a Steiner
tree that jointly minimizes the number of links and branch
nodes (with network states) is established, assuming unicasting across links with no branches [20]. The state-of-the-art
SDN-enabled multicast routing approaches cannot be adopted
or modified directly to incorporate the NF placement.
The virtual NF placement and traffic routing problem has been extensively studied for the unicast service
case [3], [21]–[28]. For the multicast service case, a simple
approach is to apply the unicast-based NF placement and routing approaches to each source-destination pair independently,
which leads to a waste of network resources with a large
service provisioning cost. There are relatively few works in
the joint multicast routing and NF placement for multicast
services [1], [15]–[19], where one needs to jointly build a
multicast topology and place the NFs. Zhang et al. consider
the joint routing and placement for NFV-enabled multicast
requests, under the assumption that all NFs should be served
by only one NFV node [15], which is extended for a multiple
NFV node case under the assumption of an uncapacitated
substrate network [16]. It is assumed that multicast replication

points occur only after deployment of NFs in the constructed
multicast topology, which reduces the degree of flexibility
of the orchestration framework. Zeng et al. jointly consider
placement, multicast routing, and spectrum assignment for a
fibre optical network, where the objective is to minimize the
function, link, and frequency spectrum provisioning costs [17].
The heuristic solution clusters each group of destinations that
share one specific NF. Then, the solution is divided into two
steps to allocate the NF in an NFV node for each cluster, and
to find the MST that spans the source, the allocated NF, and the
destinations. Similarly, it is assumed that, for each multicast
service, the traffic flowing to each destination is processed by
one NF.
Xu et al. consider that multiple NFV nodes can host all
types of NFs [18]. For each source-destination pair, the multicast stream needs to pass through only one NFV node where
all NFs are placed before arriving at each destination. Since
the destinations are distributed in a large area, the algorithm
allows activating multiple NFV nodes, where each NFV node
is responsible for a subset of destinations. However, there
is possibility that some NFV nodes can only host specific
types of NFs due to hardware-based or subscription-based
restrictions [17], [22]. A recent work tackles the so-called
service forest problem for the traffic routing and NF placement
of multiple service requests [19]. For a generalized scenario
where each source-destination pair requires multiple service
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requests, the last NF is placed on the physical substrate first,
which divides the multicast topology into two parts. The first
part is from the source to the last NF, while the second
part from the last NF to all destinations. The first part is
solved by the so-called k-stroll algorithm. In the second part,
a minimum Steiner tree approximation connects the last NF
to all destinations. It is assumed that multicast replication
points at the topology occur always after the last NF, and
an exhaustive search finds the best place to host the last NF
among all candidate NFV nodes.
To address some research gaps, we aim at developing a
flexible multicast routing and NF placement framework for
both single-service and multi-service scenarios. We consider
that multicast replication points can occur before and after
the deployment of NF instances, thereby providing flexibility
for topology customization which is particularly crucial for
geographically distributed NF chains (such as in NFV-enabled
core networks). In addition, multipath routing between the
embedded NFs is incorporated to improve the utilization of
the network substrate’s resources.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Physical Substrate Network
Consider a physical substrate network, G = (N , L), where
N and L are the set of nodes and links. The nodes can be
switches (represented by set F ), commodity servers and data
center (DC) nodes (namely NFV nodes, represented by set
M), i.e., N = F ∪ M. Switches are capable of forwarding
and replicating traffic, and NFV nodes are capable of hosting
and operating NFs. We assume that each NFV node has a
forwarding capability, and has available processing rate C(n),
n ∈ M, in packet per second (packet/s) [29]–[31]. Moreover,
an NFV node is capable of provisioning a number of NFs
simultaneously as long as the available processing rate satisfies
the NF processing requirements. Each physical link has a
limited transmission rate B(l), l ∈ L, in packet/s.
B. Network Functions
We represent all the NF types by set P, where a specific
type, p ∈ P, resembles some virtual functionality (e.g., IDS,
compression, proxy, and LTE packet gateway). We further
associate NFV node n (∈ M) with a set of admittable NF
types using an indicator function kni ∈ {0, 1}, where kni = 1
if NFV node n (∈ M) can admit function fi (∈ P).
C. Multicast NF Chains
Let the set of all multicast service requests be denoted by R.
A multicast service, r ∈ R, is described by a multicast NF
chain, represented by a weighted acyclic directed graph,
S r = (sr , Dr , V r , dr ), r ∈ R

(1)

where sr and Dr represent the source node and the set of
r
destinations, V r = {f1r , f2r , . . . f|V|
} represents the set of
functions that have to be traversed in an ascending order
for every source-destination pair, and dr is the data rate
requirement in packet/s. Each NF fir requires a processing

rate C(fir ), i ∈ {1, . . . , |V r |}, in packet/s. An NF instance
belongs to one service request, and it cannot be shared among
multiple NF chains [15], [16], [19], [21].
IV. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
We investigate the orchestration of multiple multicast services over the physical substrate network in two sequential
problems. In the first problem, joint multipath-enabled multicast routing and NF placement are studied for a single service.
Given the substrate network and the service description of a
multicast NF chain, we intend to design an embedded multicast topology for the NF chain. For each source-destination
pair in the embedded topology, all NF types should be
traversed in a specified order. Therefore, the first problem
consists of two joint subproblems: (i) NF placement on the
physical substrate, and (ii) multicast traffic routing design from
the source to the destinations, passing through a sequence of
the required NFs. Note that multipath routing is enabled for
the paths between embedded NFs to increase the flexibility
of topology customization and improve the physical resource
utilization especially for geographically-dispersed large-scale
core networks. Our objective is to minimize the function and
link provisioning costs in determining an optimal embedded
multicast topology. However, the minimization of both costs
are conflicting. Instantiating a large number of NF instances at
more network locations achieves a balanced traffic load at the
expense of an increased function provisioning cost, whereas
fewer NF instantiations reduce the function provisioning cost
at the expense of less load balancing and inefficient network
resource exploitation. Therefore, it is required to balance the
tradeoff to minimize the overall provisioning cost for the NF
chain embedding. The first problem is defined as follows:
Problem 1: To determine an optimal multipath-enabled
multicast topology for an NF chain to minimize the function
and link provisioning costs, with all the required NFs traversed
in order and with the required processing and transmission
resource constraints satisfied.
In the second problem, we study a joint multicast routing
and NF placement problem for a multi-service scenario. NFV
allows multiple NF chains to run over a common network
substrate. However, as the network resources are limited, multiple NF chains may not be accepted on the substrate network
simultaneously. We need to decide which service requests
should be embedded such that the aggregate throughput is
maximized, while the function and link provisioning costs are
minimized. We consider the static NF chain embedding for the
multi-service scenario, where all service requests are available
a priori. The online NF placement and routing in which different types of services arrive and being embedded dynamically is
subject to our future research. Therefore, the second problem
is defined as follows:
Problem 2: To find an optimal combination of multicast NF
chains that maximizes the aggregate throughput of the network
substrate, while minimizing the respective function and link
provisioning costs.
We consider that NFs and virtual links have one-to-many
and many-to-one mapping with physical NFV nodes and
links, respectively, whereby each NF instance can serve a
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Fig. 3. Two Steiner trees that share the same source, traversed functions,
and destinations.

Fig. 2. Comparison of flexible and non-flexible embedding for a multicast
request. (a) Topology of NF chain request; (b) Embedding result of NF
chain on network substrate with 11 links due to the non-flexible scheme;
(c) Modified topology of NF chain request due to the flexible scheme;
(d) Embedding result of modified NF chain on network substrate with 10 links
due to the flexible scheme.

subset of destinations, and the deployment of NF instances
can occur after packet replication in the multicast topology.
Such practical consideration achieves higher flexibility and
efficiency in the routing and placement processes for largely
distributed networks, since destinations may be geographically
far away. Restricting all destinations to share the same set
of NF instances can be inefficient for transmission resource
limited scenarios. When the destinations are geographically
dispersed, an efficient solution is to duplicate and deploy
the function instances close to each of the destinations for
a reduced link provisioning cost due to flexible routing.
We give an illustration in Fig. 2, where the logical topology
of an NF chain request with two NFs and two destinations
(i.e., t1 , t2 ∈ D) are embedded onto the substrate network.
Assume that each physical link can be used only once.
With a non-flexible scheme, NFs cannot be replicated and
multicast replication points can exclusively occur after the
deployment of the last NF. Hence, the embedding result of the
multicast request (Fig. 2(a)) on the physical substrate requires
11 links as shown in Fig. 2(b). With a flexible scheme, the NF
chain topology is modified, as shown in Fig. 2(c), where the
respective embedding result on the physical substrate requires
10 links as shown in Fig. 2(d).
V. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We first present the problem formulation for a single-service
multipath scenario, followed by a generalized multi-service
multipath scenario.
A. Single-Service Multipath Scenario
To establish a joint multipath-enabled multicast routing and
NF placement framework for a single-service, let J r denote
the maximum number of multicast trees to deliver multicast

service r (∈ R) from the source to the destinations.1 Each
tree emanates from the source and passes by the same set of
traversed NFV nodes and destinations. Fig. 3 illustrates one
multicast request with three destinations and three functions.
We use two trees (i.e., J r = 2) to support up to two multipath
routing paths. If f1 is embedded on node 2 for both trees,
we have multipath routes from source node s to node 2, and
the two trees converge afterwards. When J r = 1, the problem
reduces to the single-path routing case. The maximum number
of multicast trees (resembling the maximum possible number
of multipath routes) J r is an input to the problem formulation.
The formulation allows the multicast trees to overlap with
each other, and can be deactivated if needed. In what follows,
we describe the details of the MILP formulation for the
single-service scenario.
n
denote the set of integers from m to n (> m),
Let Sm
n
i.e., Sm  {m, m + 1, . . . , n} with m, n ∈ Z+ . Define binary
jr
variable xjr
li ∈ {0, 1}, where xli = 1 indicates that link l
(∈ L) is used for forwarding traffic for rservice r in multicast
|V |−1
r
where i ∈ S1
; Binary variable
tree j from fir to fi+1
jr
xl0 = 1 indicates that link l carries traffic from sr to f1r ,
r
and xjr
l|V| = 1 indicates that link l carries traffic from f|V|
jr
r
to any destination node t (∈ D ); Define ylit ∈ {0, 1}, where
jr
= 1 indicates that link l is used to direct traffic for service
ylit
r
for destination t (∈ Dr );
r in multicast tree j from fir to fi+1
jr
Binary variable yl0t = 1 indicates that link l is used to direct
traffic for service r in tree j from sr to f1r for destination t,
jr
= 1 indicates that link l directs traffic for service r
and yl|V|t
r
in tree j from f|V|
to destination t.
jr
With the definitions of x = {xjr
li } and y = {ylit }, we have
|V r |

jr
ylit
≤ xjr
li , l ∈ L, i ∈ S0

r

, j ∈ S1J , t ∈ Dr , r ∈ R.

(2)

r
Furthermore, define binary variables zni
∈ {0, 1}, where
r
r
zni = 1 indicates that an instance of fi is deployed on NFV
|V|
node n for service r where i ∈ S1 , and urnit ∈ {0, 1}, where
1 Note that the superscript r which is used in the single-service formulation
(subsection V-A) can be dropped since |R| = 1. However, it is necessary
as we develop the MILP formulation for the multi-service scenario in
subsection V-B.
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urnit = 1 indicates that an instance of fir is deployed on n for
service r for destination t. Similarly, we have a relationship
r
} and u = {urnit } as
constraint between z = {zni
|V r |

r
, n ∈ N , i ∈ S1
urnit ≤ zni

, t ∈ Dr , r ∈ R.

r

(3)

For each service r (∈ R), we build J r multicast trees to
exploit the multipath property, where each tree can provide
a fractional transmission rate djr of the overall required
transmission rate dr . Therefore, to meet the total required
transmission rate dr , we impose the constraint
r

J


djr ≥ dr , r ∈ R.

(4)

j=1

Next, we incorporate the routing and placement constraint
in (5) to ensure that traffic flows pass from the source to
r
multiple destinations through the NF chain. Let f0r and f|V|+1
denote dummy functions (without processing requirements)
that are placed on the source node sr and each destination node
t (∈ Dr ), respectively. In our model, some of the multicast
trees can be deactivated if needed. Consequently, we have


jr
y(n,m)it
−
y jr
(n,m)∈L
(m,n)∈L (m,n)it

urnit − urn(i+1)t , tree j is activated
(5)
=
0,
otherwise
|V r |

for n ∈ N , i ∈ S0

, t ∈ Dr , r ∈ R, where

urs0t = 1, urn0t = 0, ∀t ∈ Dr , n ∈ N \{sr }

ut(|V r |+1)t = 1, un(|V r |+1)t = 0, ∀t ∈ Dr , n ∈ N \Dr
|V r |

ursit = 0, urtit = 0, ∀i ∈ S1

, t ∈ Dr .

Define binary variable π jr ∈ {0, 1}, where π jr = 1 indicates
that tree j of service r is activated. Consequently, all variables
jr
jr
related to deactivated trees (i.e., xjr
li , ylit , and d ) should be
forced to zero. Therefore, we impose the constraint
jr
jr
jr
jr
xjr
≤ π jr dr ,
li ≤ π , ylit ≤ π , d
|V r |

l ∈ L, i ∈ S0

r

, j ∈ S1J , t ∈ Dr , r ∈ R.

(6)

To guarantee that the routing and placement constraint is
considered only when tree j of service r (∈ R) is activated,
we modify (5) to




jr
jr
y(n,m)it
−
y(m,n)it
= π jr urn(i+1)t − urnit ,

(n,m)∈L

|V |


jr

≤π , d

≤

π jr dr ,

r

t ∈ D , r ∈ R.

(7)

l ∈ L, i ∈

|V r |
S0 ,

j∈

r
S1J .

(8)

jr
Constraint (8) means that we consider xjr
when tree
li and d
j is activated; otherwise, we simply set these variables to zero.
We require that exactly one instance of function fir is traversed
for every source-destination pair, which can be expressed as

|V r |
urnit = 1, i ∈ S1 , t ∈ Dr , r ∈ R.
(9)
n∈M

|V r |

r
kni = 1, n ∈ M, i ∈ S1
zni

, r∈R

(10a)
(10b)

where kni = 1 indicates that node n can admit function fi ;
otherwise, kni = 0.
Objectives — Following the relevant research on
NFV-enabled service provisioning [17]–[19], [21]–[23],
we aim to minimize the function (processing) and
link (transmission) provisioning costs over all J r multicast
trees for service r, in addition to balancing the substrate
network resources in the long run as

|V r |
|V r |  jr
Jr 

  C(f r )
d
jr
i
r
+1 xli + β
zni
.
min α
B(l)
C(n)
j=1 i=0
i=1
n∈M

l∈L

(11)
In (11), we minimize the weighted sum of the cost of forwarding the traffic over the utilized physical links of the substrate
network for all activated trees, and the cost of provisioning
the NF instances in the NFV nodes. Parameters α and β are
the weighting coefficients to reflect the importance level of
minimizing the cost of traffic forwarding and minimizing the
cost of NF provisioning respectively, where α + β = 1 and
r r
α, β > 0. The terms djr xjr
li /B(l) and C(fi )zni /C(n) ensure
load balancing over the physical links and NFV nodes [32].
Moreover, the term ‘+1’ in (11) minimizes the number of
links in building the multicast topology. Denote the product
jr
term djr xjr
li in the objective function (11) by γli as
|V r |

jr
γlijr = xjr
li d , l ∈ L, i ∈ S0

r

, j ∈ S1J , r ∈ R.

(12)

γlijr ,

The term,
can be interpreted as the transmission rate over
r
link l to deliver traffic from fir to fi+1
in tree j. The aggregate
rate from all services over link l is upper bounded by the
available link transmission rate B(l), i.e.,
r

r

|V |
J 

r∈R j=1 i=0

γlijr ≤ B(l), l ∈ L.

(13)

In summary, the optimization problem for the single service
scenario is formulated as
r

|V r |
S0 ,

jr
jr
jr
Since we have ylit
≤ xjr
li in (2), the constraint ylit ≤ π
in (6) can be removed. Thus, we re-write (6) as
jr

|V r |

r
zni
C(fir ) ≤ C(n), n ∈ M, i ∈ S1

r∈R i=1

(m,n)∈L

n ∈ N, i ∈

xjr
li

Moreover, function fir is hosted at node n only when
admittable and when the resources at node n are sufficient.
We have

(P1) :

r

|V |
J 

 γlijr
+ xjr
min α
li
B(l)
j=1 i=0
l∈L

|V r |

+β

  C(f r )
i
r
zni
C(n)
i=1

(14a)

n∈M

subject to (2) − (4), (7) − (10), (12), (13) (14b)
x, y, z, u, π ∈ {0, 1}, d  0, γ  0.

(14c)

In (14), the objective function and all constraints are linear except constraints (7), (12), (10b). In the next step,
we transform these non-linear constraints to equivalent linear
constraints such that a standard MILP solver can handle them.
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To do so, for nonlinear constraint (7), the bilinear term π jr urnit
jr
can be handled by introducing a new variable wnit
= π jr urnit .
Constraint (7) is changed to


jr
jr
jr
jr
y(m,n)it
−
y(n,m)it
= wnit
−wn(i+1)t
,
(m,n)∈L

the substrate network. The achieved aggregate throughput is
given by
R=

r

t ∈ Dr , j ∈ S1J , r ∈ R.

(15)

jr
, π jr , and urnit are
The corresponding relations among wnit
given by

|V r |

n ∈ N , i ∈ S0

r

r

, t ∈ Dr , j ∈ S1J , r ∈ R. (16)

r
For nonlinear constraint (10b), denote the product term zni
kni
r
by gni . Consequently, (10b) can be expressed by
|V r |

r
r
gni
≤ zni
, n ∈ M, i ∈ S1

≤ kni , n ∈ M, i ∈
≥

r
zni

(17a)

|V r |
S1

(17b)

+ kni − 1, n ∈ M, i ∈

|V r |
S1 .

(17c)

For nonlinear constraint (12), we utilize the big-M method,
and express it equivalently as
jr
jr
djr −M (1−xjr
li ) ≤ γli ≤ d ,

|V r |

, j ∈ S1J , r ∈ R (18a)

|V r |

, j ∈ S1J , r ∈ R (18b)

l ∈ L, i ∈ S0

0 ≤ γlijr ≤ M xjr
li ,

l ∈ L, i ∈ S0

r

r

where M is a large positive number. Since djr is upper
bounded by dr , γlijr given by (12) is bounded above by dr .
Thus, it suffices to set M = dr .
As a result, the non-linear optimization problem for
a single-service in (14) can be re-written in an MILP
form as

|V r |  jr
Jr 

γli

+ xjr
α
(P1 ) : min
li
X
B(l)
j=1 i=0
l∈L

|V r |

+β

  C(f r )
i

i=1 n∈M

C(n)

r
zni

(19a)

subject to (2)−(4), (8)−(10a), (13), (14c) − (18)
(19b)
where X = {x, y, z, u, w, π, d, γ}, and (19) can be solved
by an MILP solver.
B. Multi-Service Multipath Scenario
In this subsection, we consider the scenario of jointly
handling multiple multicast service requests. We formulate
an MILP that jointly constructs the multicast topology for
multiple service requests, where the goal is to find the combination of service requests such that the aggregate throughput
is maximized while the overall function and link provisioning
costs are minimized. First, we need to maximize the achieved
aggregate throughput obtained by hosting network services on

R r ρr ,

(20)

where ρr ∈ {0, 1} is a binary decision variable with
ρr = 1 when service r is accepted, and Rr is the corresponding throughput, defined as
r

jr
jr
jr
wnit
≤ π j , wnit
≤ urnit , wnit
≥ π jr + urnit − 1,


r∈R

(n,m)∈L

|V r |
n ∈ N , i ∈ S0 ,

r
gni
r
gni
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R = a1

|V |




C(fir ) + a2 |V r | + |Dr | dr , r ∈ R (21)

i=1

where the first and second terms denote the required
amount of processing and transmission rates, respectively,
in packet/s [29]–[31]. The two parameters, a1 and a2 , are
used to tune the priority of processing and transmission rates
respectively, where a1 + a2 = 1 and a1 , a2 > 0.
Second, in addition to maximizing the achieved aggregate
throughput, an efficient configuration to utilize the resources
efficiently is needed. Specifically, there can be multiple solutions to maximize the aggregate throughput defined above.
Among such solutions, we find the configuration with the least
function and link provisioning cost to save resources for future
services. The multi-service scenario is cast as a two-step MILP,
the first step aims to find the maximum achievable aggregate
throughput, followed by a formulation which finds the routing
and NF placement for each admitted NF chain subject to the
maximum achievable aggregate throughput.
In the multi-service scenario, some of the service requests
can be rejected due to limited resources. Therefore, we first
generalize some of the previous constraints as follows. Constraint (4) is generalized to
r

J


djr ≥ ρr dr , r ∈ R

(22)

j=1

where the summation of the fractional transmission rate from
all trees for service r (∈ R) is forced to zero when the service
is rejected (i.e. when ρr = 0). Moreover, an instance of fir
is deployed at only one NFV node if service r is accepted,
i.e., (9) becomes


|V r |

urnit = ρr , i ∈ S1

, t ∈ Dr , r ∈ R.

(23)

n∈M

Similarly, when service r is rejected, all variables related to
the service should be zero, i.e.,
|V r |

r
≤ ρr , n ∈ N , i ∈ S1
π jr ≤ ρr , zni

r

, j ∈ S1J , r ∈ R.

(24)

Objectives — The objective of the first step is to find
the maximum aggregate throughput R∗ . Then, we aim to
minimize the function and link provisioning costs for all
admitted services, subject to the maximum achievable aggregate throughput R∗ , in the second step.
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Now we present the first step of maximizing the aggregate
throughput as
(P2) :



max

x,y,z,u,ρ,π,w,d,r

R r ρr

(25a)

r∈R

subject to (2), (3), (8), (10a), (13), (15)
(16) − (18), (22) − (24)

(25b)
(25c)

x, y, z, u, ρ, π, w ∈ {0, 1}, d, r ≥ 0. (25d)
After solving (25), we obtain a configuration that provide a
maximal aggregate throughput, R∗ , for the given |R| services
and substrate network. However, such configuration can be
one among many that can yield R∗ . Among all possible
configurations, we choose one such that the function and link
provisioning costs are minimized.
Therefore, in the second step, we find the combination
of admitted services and their multicast topologies such that
the function and link provisioning costs are minimized, subject to the maximum achievable aggregate throughput R∗ ,
as follows,

(P3) :

min

x,y,z,u,ρ,π,w,d,r

r

   |V
|  γ jr
jr
li
+xli
α
B(l)
J r i=0

r∈R l∈L j∈S1
r

|V |



+

r∈R i=1 n∈N

β

C(fir ) r
z
C(n) ni

subject to (2), (3), (8), (10a), (13), (15)

(26a)
(26b)

(16) − (18), (22) − (24)
(26c)
x, y, z, u, ρ, π, w ∈ {0, 1}, d, r ≥ 0 (26d)

R r ρr ≥ R∗ .
(26e)
r∈R

The problem in (26) is an MILP, and can be solved optimally
by a standard MILP solver. After solving (26), we obtain
optimal solutions such that the maximal aggregate throughput
R∗ is achieved with minimal function and link provisioning
costs.
Remark: The joint multicast routing and NF placement
problems for both single-service and multi-service cases are
NP-hard.
Proof: We first show that our single-service problem (P1)
can be reduced from the Steiner tree problem in polynomial
time. Assume a service request with only one function (f ) and
multiple destinations (D). We have a physical substrate (G)
such that the source (s) is a leaf vertex (in G) connected to
the only feasible NFV node for f . The optimal solution can
be obtained in two steps. First, we build a Steiner tree from
the NFV node to the destinations. Second, we place f on the
NFV node, and connect the NFV node to the source (as this
is the only feasible option). The first step is NP-hard, while
the second step is performed in polynomial time. Thus, (P1) is
NP-hard. It is then proved that the multi-service problem (P3)
is NP-hard as it includes (P1) as a special case [33], [34].

VI. H EURISTIC A LGORITHMS
Even though (P1 ), (P2), and (P3) in Section V can
be solved optimally by an MILP solver, the computational
time is high. A low-complexity heuristic algorithm is needed
to efficiently find a solution. The proposed framework is
modular in its design, and can be divided into two main
steps. First, a mechanism is employed to prioritize service
requests based on some heuristics that aim to maximize the
aggregate throughput. Second, the prioritized service requests
are embedded sequentially using the joint placement and
routing (JPR) algorithm for a single-service.
A. Joint Placement and Routing for Single-Service Scenario
We design a single-service heuristic algorithm based on
the following considerations: (i) Different types of NFs can
run simultaneously on an NFV node; (ii) The traversed
NF types and their order should be considered for each
source-destination (S-D) pair; (iii) The objective is to minimize
the provisioning cost of the multicast topology based on (11).
According to the aforementioned principles, a two-step heuristic algorithm is devised as follows: We first minimize the
link provisioning cost by constructing a key-node preferred
MST (KPMST)-based multicast topology that connects the
source with the destinations; Then, we greedily perform NF
placement such that the number of NF instances is minimized.
The pseudo-code of the JPR heuristic is shown in Algorithm 1,
which is explained in more detail as follows.
First, we copy the substrate network G into G  . Second,
to prioritize the NFV node selection in building the KPMST,
we calculate new link weights for G  as

 r
d
dr
+
1
,
+β
ω l = α

B(l )
C(m)
l = (n, m) ∈ L , L ⊆ G  , r ∈ R
(27)
where C(m) is set to a small value when m is a switch; otherwise, it represents the processing resource of NFV node m.
Then, a key-NFV node is selected iteratively. We construct
the metric closure of G  as G  , where the metric closure
is a complete weighted graph with the same node set N
and with the new link weight over any pair of nodes given
by the respective shortest path distance. From the metric
closure, we find the MST which connects the source node,
destination nodes, and the key-NFV node. An initial multicast
routing topology (Gv ) can be constructed by replacing the
edges in the MST with corresponding paths in G  wherever
needed. We then greedily place the NFs from the source of
the multicast topology to its destinations with the objective of
minimizing the number of NF instances. The cost C(Gv ) of
the new multicast topology (as in (11)) and the number A(Gv )
of successfully embedded NF instances are computed. The
objective is to jointly maximize the number of successfully
placed NFs and minimize the provisioning cost by iterating
over all candidate key-NFV nodes. In every iteration, a new
key-NFV node is selected. If A(Gv ) is increased, we update
the selected multicast topology with the new key-NFV node;
If A(Gv ) is unchanged and C(Gv ) is reduced, we also update
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the selected multicast topology. If a path cannot accommodate all required NFs (i.e., f1 , f2 , . . . , f|V| ) after selecting a
key-NFV node, we devise a corrective subroutine that places
the missing NF instances on the closest NFV node from the
multicast topology, and the corresponding physical links are
rerouted as follows. Let Pt be the path from s to t in Gv ,
Pt,f be the union of
 the paths such that a missing function
(f ) is not hosted i.e.,{Pt,f = ∪t∈D Pt | f is not hosted} ,
and Pc,t,f be longest common path before first branch in P .
Correspondingly, for each missing NF, we link the nearest
applicable NFV node to Pc,t,f , place the missing NF instance,
and remove all unnecessary edges.
So far, a flexible multicast topology that connects the
source with the destinations, with all NF instances traversed
in order, is constructed. We first resume from the single-path
scenario (J = 1) to check whether each path in Gv satisfies
the link transmission rate requirement as per (13), and find
an alternative path for each infeasible path. If a single-path
solution is infeasible due to (13), the heuristic algorithm for
the single-path case is extended to the multipath-enabled NF
chain embedding problem (with J > 1). Enabling multipath
routing provides several advantages. It is activated when
the transmission rate requirement between two consecutively
embedded NF instances cannot be satisfied (i.e., when B(l) <
dr , l ∈ L); and multipath routing is to reduce the overall link
provisioning cost compared with the single-path case. For each
path between two embedded NF instances that does not satisfy
the transmission rate requirement dr , we increment the number
of multipath routes gradually, and look for a feasible solution
up to the predefined J. The algorithm declares that the problem
instance is infeasible when the number of multipath routes
exceeds J. For J > 1, we trigger a path splitting mechanism
for each path between two embedded NF instances for each
S-D pair as follows.
t,k
be the kth path between two embedded NFs
Let Wi,i+1
(fi ,fi+1 ) along the network substrate for destination t (∈ D),
t
where the cardinality of all such possible paths is Ki,i+1
.
We first rank all candidate paths in a descending order
based on the amount of residual transmission resource. Then,
we sequentially choose the paths from the candidate paths,
such that the summation of all chosen paths’ residual transmission rate meets the required transmission rate dr . Assuming the
current number of trees is j, the transmission rates allocated
t,k
) is then calculated as
on the kth path (Wi,i+1
t,k
R(Wi,i+1
)

=

t∈

k
dr
Bmin

Future research is needed to incorporate the end-to-end
(E2E) delay requirement to achieve quality of service satisfaction. This is a challenging issue since directly expressing
the E2E delay as a function of the decision variables of an optimization problem in a closed form is cumbersome. However,
given an embedded NF chain, one can model (or measure)
the E2E delay, upon which an (iterative) algorithm can be
developed to re-adjust the embedding solution of violated NF
chains. For instance, in our previous work [37], we propose
an analytical E2E packet delay modeling framework, based on
queueing network modeling, for multiple embedded NF chains
while taking into account the computing and transmission
resource sharing. By incorporating the proposed E2E delay
model, we will investigate how to develop a delay-aware NF
chain embedding algorithm in our future work.
Algorithm 1 Heuristic Algorithm for the Joint NF Placement and Routing
1

2
3
4

5

6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

,

t
min{j,Ki,i+1
} k
Bmin
k=1
t
min{j,Ki,i+1
}
|V|
,
D, i ∈ S0 , k ∈ S1

18
19

r ∈R
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Procedure JPR (G, S r );
r
, dr )
Input : G  (N  , L ), S r = (sr , Dr , f1r , f2r , . . . , f|V|
Output: Gv
Cr ← ∞; Ar ← 0;
for n ∈ M do
G  ← MetricClosure(G  , {n, s, D});
Gvtemp (Nv , Lv ) ← KruskalMST(G  );
for path from s to each t ∈ D do place NFs from V
on available NFV nodes sequentially subject to (10);
if A(Gvt ) = Ar & C(Gvt ) < Cr then Gv ← Gvt ;
Cr ← C(Gvt );
else if A(Gvt ) > Aref then Gv ← Gvt ;
Aref ← A(Gvt ); Cref ← C(Gvt );
end
for each missing NF (f ) from Gv do link nearest NFV
node that can host f to Pc,t,f , and remove unnecessary
edges;
for path from fi to fi+1 for each t in Gv do
success ← false;
for j = 1 : J do
t
Find temp = min{Ki,i+1
, j} paths from G;
temp
if k=1 minl∈W t,k B(l) ≥ dr then allocate
i,i+1

t,k
transmission resource for each kth path (Wi,i+1
)
using (28); success ← true; break;
end
if success = false then break;
end
if success = false then Gv ← none;
else return Gv ;

(28)

k
is the amount of minimum residual transmission
where Bmin
t,k
k
, i.e., Bmin
= minl∈W t,k B(l).
resources for path Wi,i+1
i,i+1
Here, the multipath extension method essentially computes a
link-disjoint multipath configuration from a single-path route.
Therefore, the proposed multipath extension is necessarily
prone to the so-called path diminuition problem, in which not
all end-to-end multipath-enabled configurations can be devised
from a single-path discovery [35], [36].

B. Multi-Service Scenario
To achieve high throughput and to efficiently utilize the
network resources, our key strategy is to selectively prioritize
the network services contributing significantly to the aggregate
throughput with least provisioning cost. Here, we consider a
static algorithm, i.e., service requests are available a priori.
Three principles serving as criteria to prioritize each service
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for embedding are identified. The first principle is to rank the
given network services based on the aggregate throughput,
which is defined in (21). A network service with higher
achieved throughput has higher priority to be embedded in the
substrate network, since such service contributes more to the
achieved aggregate throughput than a lower ranked service.
However, ranking a service based on the throughput alone
does not take into account the impact of the provisioning
cost. It is impossible to obtain the exact provisioning cost of
embedding a service request prior to the routing and placement
process, as the problem itself is NP-hard. However, the relative
positions of source and destinations can provide hints on
the cost necessitated to host such service. Given a network
service with the destinations far from each other (i.e., highly
distributive), the provisioning cost is large since more physical
links and multicast replication points are expected to connect
the destinations. Moreover, the distance from the source to
destinations is proportional to network service’s provisioning
cost as a long routing path with a relatively large number of
NF instances is needed to establish the multicast topology.
Combining both effects of the distances between destinations and the distance from source to destinations, we define
a distribution level, denoted by g r , as the product of two
components. The first component is Ar /A, where A is the
area of the smallest convex polygon that spans all nodes in the
network, and Ar is the area of the smallest convex polygon that
spans all destinations of service r. The ratio Ar /A provides
an estimate of how dense a set of destinations of one service
is in a given area of the network. Note that existing algorithms
to determine the convex hull of a set of points and to calculate
the area of an arbitrary shape are available [38]. The second
component is q r /q, where q r is the distance from source to
the center point of the set of destinations in service r, and
q is the largest distance between two arbitrary nodes in the
substrate network. The center point of the set of destinations
in one service plays a role as a representer for all destinations
in that service. The ratio q r /q can measure how far is the
source from the destinations. The distribution level metric g r
is thus expressed as
Ar q r
, r ∈ R.
gr =
Aq

(29)

A larger value of g r implies a higher distribution level, where
the source is positioned farther away from its destinations and
the destinations are more distribution in the whole network
coverage area. A largely distributive network service consumes
more network resources, resulting in a high provisioning cost.
Therefore, a service with a lower value of g r has a higher
priority to be embedded in order to preserve the substrate
network resources. Although the parameters in (29) can be
calculated with regard to the hop-count (e.g., via computing
the shortest path) which is a more representative metric than
the Euclidean distance, it is exhaustive to do so.
Next, we introduce a third metric named size to incorporate
both (21) and (29) as follows,
U r = Rr (1 − g r ), r ∈ R

(30)

where the goal is to prioritize a service with higher throughput
subject to a correction factor of 1 − g r for how distributive (costly) it is.
To summarize, we calculate the throughput, the distribution
level, and the size for each service request using (21), (29),
and (30). Then, service requests are sorted according to their
sizes in a descending order, and embedded using Algorithm 1.
C. Complexity Analysis
First, the heuristic algorithm for the single-service scenario
(Algorithm 1) iterates over |M| NFV nodes to find a key-NFV
node. For each potential key-NFV node, a multicast topology
is constructed and compared with the previous iteration (in
Lines 3-8). Denote the set of destinations, source node, and the
key NFV node by T (i.e., T = {n, s, D}). For each potential
key-NFV node, we construct the metric closure on T , which is
computed by considering the all-pairs shortest-path algorithm
on T . Thus, the worst-case running time is O(|N ||T |2 ). Then,
we find an MST on the constructed metric closure. The MST
is transformed to the Steiner tree by replacing each edge with
the shortest path, and removing unnecessary edges (Line 4).
The worst-case time complexity of the MST-based Steiner
tree is dominated by the metric closure. The construction
of the Steiner tree is followed by an NF placement process
that requires O{|D||M|} time in the worst-case since a path
from the source to each destination passes by at most |M|
NFV nodes (Line 5). To extend to the multipath scenario,
in Lines 10-17, for each path between two embedded NF
instances, we find up to J paths and split the traffic according to (28), which requires O(J |D| |V| |N | log |N |) time in
the worst-case. For the multi-service scenario, we measure
the size of each request, followed by a sorting algorithm
based on the size in (30), which requires O(|R| log |R|)
time. Consequently, each service request is embedded sequentially. Hence, the overall worst-case time complexity of
the multi-service multi-path scenario is O |R| log |R| +
|N ||D|(|D| + J |V| log |N |) .
VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, simulation results are presented to evaluate
the optimal and heuristic solutions to the joint multicast
routing and NF placement problems for the single- and
multi-service scenarios, considering both single-path and multipath routing cases. The simulated substrate network is a
mesh-topology based network [39], with |N | = 100 and
|L| = 684, as shown in Fig. 4. We randomly choose 25 vertices
as NFV nodes in the mesh network, and the transmission rate
of physical link l and the processing rate of NFV node n
are uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 2 Million packet/s
(Mpacket/s), i.e., B(l), C(n) ∼ U(0.5, 2) Mpacket/s. To solve
the formulated MILP problems, we use the Gurobi solver
with the branch and bound mechanism, where the weighting
coefficients are set as α = 0.6, β = 0.4. The processing rate
requirement of the NFs are set to be linearly proportional to
the incoming data rate, i.e., C(f r ) = dr [40].
First, we conduct a comparison between the optimal solution
of the single-service single-path MILP formulation and the
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Fig. 6. Comparison of embedding cost between the proposed JPR heuristic
algorithm and HA-TAA heuristic algorithm in [16].
Fig. 4.

Mesh topology with |N | = 100 and |L| = 684.

Fig. 5. Embedding cost with respect to (a) the number of destinations and
(b) the number of required NFs.

solution of the heuristic. We generate random service requests
where the numbers of NFs and destinations are varied from
3 to 14 and 2 to 11, respectively. The data rate of the generated
service requests are set to dr = 0.2 Mpacket/s. The total
provisioning cost obtained from both optimal and heuristic
solutions are shown in Fig. 5, as the number of destinations |D|
or NFs |V| increases. It can be seen that the total provisioning
cost increases with |D| or |V|. As |D| increases, the costs
obtained from both optimal and heuristic solutions grows with
nearly a constant gap. Adding destinations incurs a higher cost
than adding NF instances, since additional physical links and
NF instances are required for each destination.

Next, we compare the proposed heuristic algorithm (JPR)
with the heuristic algorithm named HA-TAA2 in [16]. For
a fair comparison, we consider only the single-path scenario.
To add heterogeneity to NFV nodes, among the 25 NFV nodes
and up to 6 types of NFs, each NF type can be hosted in an
NFV node with the chance of 80%. We randomly generate
10 multicast requests that have equal number of NFs and
destinations (i.e., |V| = |D|), and each multicast request
is embedded on 30 network substrate instances to reduce
the effect of randomness. As shown in Fig. 6, the proposed
algorithm consistently outperforms HA-TAA when |V| =
|D| > 2. However, the average running time for the modified
HA-TAA algorithm was around 0.115 seconds, whereas our
JPR heuristic algorithm took about 2.110 seconds due to the
higher time complexity of the involved algorithm. In [16],
the HA-TAA algorithm first finds the shortest path from the
source to the NFV nodes that can host the required NFs
sequentially, and the shortest path from the last NFV node
to the respective closest destination. Second, it connects the
destinations through an MST. Since the placement of each NF
is only dependent on the previous NF, the HA-TAA algorithm
may take a long path to place NFs before connecting the
last NFV node to the closest destination. In our algorithm,
we first focus on finding a Steiner tree from the source to
the destinations through a key-NFV node, thereby optimizing
the link provisioning cost. Then, we modify some of the links
to host all required NF instances (if needed). Here, NFs can
be duplicated to serve different sets of destinations, thereby
providing more flexibility and reduced overall provisioning
cost. When |V| ≤ 2, the HA-TAA is specifically more efficient
as the NF placement is related to the locations of both the
source and the closest destination.
Fig. 7 shows the advantage of multipath routing over
single-path routing using the proposed optimal formulation.
We depict the maximum supported data rate dr , with which
the NF embedding is feasible. Compared to the single-path
2 The heuristic algorithm (HA-TAA) in [16] assumes uncapacitated network
substrate. We modify the algorithm to the capacitated scenario, change the
weights to match our objective function, and assume that an NFV node can
host multiple NF instances subject to processing resources. The objective
function excludes the minimization of number of hops for fairness.
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TABLE II
P ROCESSING AND T RANSMISSION R ATES

Fig. 7. Maximum supported data rate (d r ) for both single-path and multipath
routing scenarios using the proposed optimal formulation.

Fig. 9. Aggregate throughput comparison of the random admission and the
proposed heuristic admission.

Fig. 8. Mesh topology with |N | = 100, |L| = 684, and 4 access regions
and 1 core network region.

routing case, multipath routing (J = 2) always supports
higher or equal data rates. With an increase of the number
of required NFs, the maximum supported data rate decreases,
and converges to the single-path scenario; the processing cost
becomes more significant and the number of candidate NFV
nodes and paths decrease.
Next, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
heuristic admission mechanism for the multi-service scenario
discussed in Subsection VI-B. First, we divide the mesh topology into four access network regions and one core network
region as indicated in Fig. (8). Three scenarios with different
available processing and transmission rates on the NFV nodes
and physical links are considered in the scale of Mpacket/s,
as listed in Table II. Each service randomly originates from one
access network region, traverses the core network region, and
terminates in one of the other three access network regions.
For each network scenario, to simulate network congestion,
35 multicast service requests are randomly generated and
submitted for embedding, where the data rate dr of service
r is randomly distributed between [1.5, 3.5] Mpacket/s, and
the number of NFs and destinations are randomly generated

Fig. 10. Acceptance ratio comparison of the random admission and the
proposed heuristic admission.

as |V r | = {3, 4} and |Dr | = {3, 4, 5}. For each scenario,
the service generation and embedding are repeated 5 times
to reduce the effect of randomness. As a benchmark, we use
a second strategy that randomly selects the service requests
for embedding.
Fig. 9 shows the aggregate throughput R as in (20) achieved
by the random and heuristic admission solutions under three
scenarios specified in Table II, which increases as the available processing and transmission rates increase. As shown,
the aggregate throughput of the proposed heuristic solution
exceeds the aggregate throughput of the random admission by
15.63% on average over all the scenarios. This is because
the size metric used in the heuristic solution ensures that
the services with a larger throughput are embedded with a
higher priority. Fig. 10 shows the acceptance ratio of the
total 35 service requests under different average data rates.
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of the core network is maximized, while the function and link
provisioning costs are minimized. To reduce the computational
complexity in solving the problems in both scenarios, heuristic
approaches are proposed to find accurate solutions close to that
of the optimal solutions. Simulation results are presented to
demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed
heuristic algorithms.
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